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A ﬁrst-principles understanding of the electronic properties of f -electron systems is currently regarded as a
great challenge in condensed-matter physics because of the difﬁculty in treating both localized and itinerant states
on the same footing by the current theoretical approaches, most notably density-functional theory (DFT) in the
local-density or generalized gradient approximation (LDA/GGA). Lanthanide sesquioxides (Ln2O3) are typical
f -electron systems for which the highly localized f states play an important role in determining their chemical
and physical properties. In this paper, we present a systematic investigation of the performance of many-body
perturbation theory in the GW approach for the electronic structure of the whole Ln2O3 series. To overcome
the major failure of LDA/GGA, the traditional starting point for GW , for f -electron systems, we base our GW
calculations on Hubbard U corrected LDA calculations (LDA+U ). The inﬂuence of the crystal structure, the
magnetic ordering, and the existence of metastable states on the electronic band structures are studied at both
the LDA+U and the GW level. The evolution of the band structure with increasing number of f electrons is
shown to be the origin for the characteristic structure of the band gap across the lanthanide sesquioxide series. A
comparison is then made to dynamical mean-ﬁeld theory (DMFT) combined with LDA or hybrid functionals to
elucidate the pros and cons of these different approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION
f -electron systems, i.e., materials containing lanthanide or
actinide elements, have attracted considerable interest in the
past decades as a result of wide industrial application (e.g.,
industrial catalysis, solid-state lighting, hydrogen storage,
permanent magnets, nuclear energy fuels, etc.), and versatile
physical and chemical properties (e.g., mixed valence, heavy
fermion, high-temperature superconductivity, etc.).1 From the
electronic structure perspective, a typical f -electron system is
characterized by the presence of two subsystems: itinerant spd
states and highly localized f states. f electrons are presumed
to be highly correlated, but can also couple strongly to the
spd states. The treatment of f -electron systems therefore
poses a great challenge for ﬁrst-principles modeling due to the
difﬁculty in describing both localized and itinerant states ac-
curately and appropriately in the same theoretical framework.2
Lanthanide (or rare-earth) oxides are among the simplest
f -electron systems, whose chemical and physical properties
are critically dependent on the coupling between localized and
itinerant states.3,4 Besides the fundamental research interest,
lanthanide oxides have a wide range of industrial applications.
In particular, CeO2 is important in catalysis, where it is mainly
used as support material, but it may also play a more active
role.5 Lanthanide oxides are also considered as promising
high-k materials that could replace silica as dielectric in
the next generation of ﬁeld effect transistors.6,7 Due to
their importance in both fundamental research and practical
applications, lanthanide oxides have increasingly moved into
the focus of ﬁrst-principles studies in recent years.8–17
In this paper we present a systematic investigation of
the performance of many-body perturbation theory in the
GW approach18 for the electronic structure of the whole
Ln2O3 series. In our previous work,19 we have shown that
the G0W0 approximation based on Hubbard U corrected
density-functional theory in the local-density approximation
(G0W0@LDA+U ) describes the electronic structure of the
lanthanide sesquioxide series asmeasured by direct and inverse
photoemission remarkablywell. In particular, all main features
of the experimental band gaps across the Ln2O3 series are well
reproduced, and the positions of the occupied and unoccupied
f states are qualitatively in good agreement with the experi-
mental conjecture. On the other hand, quantitative differences
between G0W0@LDA+U and experiment remain, as well as
open questions regarding the general performance of GW for
lanthanide oxides. In this paper, we present a more detailed
investigation of the electronic structure of lanthanide sesquiox-
ides from the GW perspective. Several important issues that
were not addressed in our previous work are investigated here,
including the inﬂuence of the crystal structure, the effects of
long-range magnetic order, and the presence of metastable
states. Anticipating that the GW@LDA+U approach cer-
tainly has its limitation in treating strong interactions between
localized f electrons, we make a comparison to dynamical
mean-ﬁeld theory (DMFT)20,21 for the example of Ce2O3.
DMFT combined with density-functional theory (DFT) has
developed into the method of choice for strongly correlated
systems and has been applied to Ce2O3 in conjunction with
both the LDA and a hybrid functional.22,23
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we
will give a brief overview over ﬁrst-principles methods to f -
electron systems and describe the methods used in this work.
Section III is devoted to a detailed discussion of lanthanide
oxides in GW@LDA+U . Section V summarizes this work.
II. THEORY AND METHODS
A. f -electron systems from first principles
Kohn-Sham (KS) density-functional theory (DFT) in
the local-density or generalized gradient approximations
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(LDA/GGA)24,25—the state-of-the-art ﬁrst-principles method
for solids26—is well known to be inadequate for f -electron
systems because of the failure to treat the strong many-
body interactions among f electrons properly. For these
strongly localized states the self-interaction error becomes
particularly severe, which ampliﬁes the infamous band-gap
problem of Kohn-Sham DFT. Partially occupied f states
are erroneously predicted to cross the Fermi level. As a
result many members of the lanthanide sesquioxide family are
predicted to be metallic in LDA/GGA and not insulating as in
experiment.
The self-interaction error in LDA/GGA can be partly
corrected with hybrid functionals that incorporate a certain
portion of exact exchange.27–30 For magnetically ordered
phases hybrid functionals can signiﬁcantly improve the de-
scriptions of the electronic structure of d- or f -electron
systems as compared to direct and inverse photoemission
experiments.13,31–33 The exchange contribution in the hybrid
functional splits the d or f states that are partially occupied
in LDA/GGA into an occupied and an unoccupied manifold
in concurrence with experimental observations. However, the
dependence on the mixing parameter that controls the amount
of exact exchange in the functional remains a concern. The
splitting of the partially occupied state can also be achieved by
adding a Hubbard U correction to the localized d or f states
(LDA/GGA+U ).34,35 Unlike in hybrid functionals, however,
the itinerant spd states remain uncorrected in LDA/GGA+U .
Below the Ne´el temperatures all compounds in the Ln2O3
series exhibit antiferromagnetic order and become paramag-
netic above. Due to the strong localization of the f states the
magnetic coupling between Ln ions is weak and leads to very
low Ne´el temperatures (lower than 10 K).4 The paramagnetic
phase is characterized by an absence of long-range magnetic
order and ﬂuctuating local magnetic moments. This phase
cannot be described by mean-ﬁeld theories such as LDA
and GGA or even hybrids. Dynamical mean-ﬁeld theory
(DMFT),20,21 on the other hand, offers a framework to couple
a local manifold (e.g., f states) to a mean-ﬁeld calculation
for the extended system dynamically, which captures local
magnetic moment ﬂuctuations. Coulomb interactions can in
principle be included up to arbitrary order, however, in practice
only in the local manifold. Like in LDA/GGA+U , the
Hubbard U serves as an input for the interaction strength. In
addition,most existingDMFTschemes are coupled (often non-
self-consistently) to local or semilocal DFT calculations and
the description of the itinerant electrons therefore remains on
the level of LDA or GGA.20,21 Jacob et al. recently proposed to
combineDMFTcalculationswith hybrid functionals instead.22
For Ce2O3 they obtained considerably improved results for
both the localized f and the itinerant pd states. However,
the adequacy of hybrid functionals for itinerant states as well
as the uncertainty of choosing the fraction of exact exchange
remain a concern.
Many-body perturbation theory in Hedin’s GW approx-
imation18 has become the method of choice for a quantitative
description of quasiparticle excitations in sp-bonded solids as
measured by direct and inverse photoemission spectroscopy
(PES/IPS).36,37 For d- andf -electron systems an assessment of
its adequacy and accuracy is beginning to emerge.19,38–60 The
standard way to apply GW as perturbation to an LDA/GGA
ground state (GW@LDA/GGA) is problematic as a result of
the pathologies of the LDA/GGA starting point. A simple
extension of GW@LDA/GGA is to use LDA/GGA+U
as the starting point for GW calculations,19,61 which can
be further justiﬁed by the fact that LDA/GGA+U can be
derived from GW under certain assumptions.35,62 Since these
assumptions are quite drastic, LDA/GGA+U alone is not
expected to deliver accurate electronic band structures for
d/f -electron systems. Most importantly, LDA/GGA+U can
improve only the description of localized states with strong
d/f character; that of itinerant states remains at theLDA/GGA
level. On the other hand, by using physicallymeaningful values
of U , GW@LDA/GGA+U gives a balanced description of
both itinerant and localized states.19,62,63
B. GW approximation for quasiparticle excitations
The state-of-the-art ﬁrst-principles approach to quasipar-
ticle (QP) excitations of real materials is many-body pertur-
bation theory in the GW approximation,18,36,37,64–69 in which
the exchange-correlation self-energy, the central quantity that
describes the nonclassical many-body interactions, is a simple
product of the one-body Green’s function (G) and the screened
Coulomb interaction (W ). In practice, the most widely used
procedure is the so-called G0W0 approach, in which both G
and W are calculated from the eigenenergies {nk} and wave
functions {ψnk} of a single-particle reference Hamiltonian H0,
often that of LDA or GGA. The self-energy then takes the form




′ηG0(x,x′;  + ′)W0(x′,x; ′),
(1)
where x = (r,σ ) denotes the collective space and spin co-
ordinate, and η is an inﬁnitesimal positive number.70 G0 is





 − ˜nk , (2)
with ˜nk ≡ nk + iη sgn(F − nk), and W0 is given by
W0(x,x′; ) =
∫
dx′′ε−1(x,x′′; )v(r′′ − r′), (3)
where v(r − r′) = 1|r−r′| is the bare Coulomb interaction, and
ε−1(x,x′′; ) is the inverse dielectric function. The latter,
ε(x,x′,) = δ(x − x′) −
∫
dx′′v(r − r′′)P0(x′′,x′; ), (4)
follows from the polarizability,
P0(x,x′; ) = − i2π
∫
d′e
′ηG0(x,x′;  + ′)G0(x′,x; ′).
(5)
The QP energies QPnk are then calculated by treating δxc ≡
xc − V DFTxc as a perturbation to ﬁrst order,

QP





)− V DFTxc |ψnk〉 , (6)
where V DFTxc (r) is the exchange correlation potential already
included in H0. Further linearization of Eq. (6) with respect to
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the KS energies leads to

QP
nk = nk + Znk(nk) Re〈ψnk|xc(nk) − V DFTxc |ψnk〉
≡ nk + Znk(nk)δnk(nk), (7)












For sp semiconductors it has been demonstrated that con-
siderable improvement over G0W0 can be obtained by partial
self-consistency67,71 without introducing too much computa-
tional overhead. In the so-called eigenvalue self-consistent
or GW0 approach the energy denominator in the Green’s
function [Eq. (2)] is updated by the QPnk ’s, but W remains
unchanged. For many semiconductors, it has been found that
the GW0 approach gives band gaps in good agreement with
experiment,57,71 and its overall performance is comparable
to that of the much more sophisticated quasiparticle self-
consistent GW (QSGW) scheme (in which the most optimum
noninteracting system is constructed self-consistently) once an
electron-hole vertex is added toW inQSGW.72 In thiswork,we
mainly useGW0 based on LDA+U (see below) to investigate
the electronic band structures of lanthanide sesquioxides. We
note that a comprehensive assessment of self-consistency for
f -electron systems is in order, which, however, is beyond
the scope of the present work, and will be left for future
investigations.
C. GW@LDA+U method
For systems with partially occupied d/f shells, the severe
self-interaction error of LDA often results in an inadequate
description, leading to qualitatively wrong metallic ground
states for many insulating systems. A simple and effective
approach to correct for this is to introduce a local, Hubbard-like
correction, characterized by the on-site Coulomb interac-
tion (U ), which pushes occupied d/f states towards lower
energy (large binding energy), and unoccupied d/f states
towards higher energy. This approach, termed LDA+U ,
can be “derived” from the GW method under the following
assumptions:35,62 (1) the frequency dependence of the screened
Coulomb interaction can be neglected (static approximation);
(2) quasiparticle corrections are necessary only for localized
states, and therefore itinerant states are still treated at the
LDA level; and (3) all Coulomb matrix elements involving the
overlap of localized states and itinerant states are neglected.
Obviously, LDA+U is a rather crude approximation to GW
and can improve only the description of states with strongly
localized d/f character.62 Itinerant states are still treated at
the LDA level. Therefore LDA+U is not expected to provide
an accurate description of d/f -electron systems on its own.
However, since LDA+U corrects the major failure of LDA
for d/f -electron systems, it is likely to be able to serve as a
good starting point for G0W0 and GW0 calculations.19,61–63
One of the main concerns when applying LDA/GGA+U
to d/f -electron systems is that the results might depend on the
value of U quite sensitively. As a parameter characterizing the
strength of the on-site Coulomb interaction, U is not universal
but system dependent. In practice, U is often used as an
adjustable parameter that is determined by ﬁtting experimental
data. TreatingU as an empirical parameter might bring the risk
that important physics could be masked as a result of using
a physically unfounded U . There have been long-standing
efforts to develop ﬁrst-principles approaches that determine
U without experimental input, including most notably the
supercell constrained DFT (cDFT) method,34,73,74 and the
constrained random-phase approximation approach.75,76 On
the other hand, we note that all these so-called ﬁrst-principles
approaches, although nonempirical in the sense that no
experimental information is needed, can depend on factors
that are not uniquely deﬁned, e.g., the projectors that determine
the local correlated subspace. Some degree of uncertainty is
always involved in the U ’s calculated by these approaches,
which essentially gives a “physical” range of U ’s. In the case
of lanthanide elements, this physical range is estimated to be
5–7 eV based on different cDFT calculations.77
In LDA/GGA+U , the U correction appears in the single-
particle equation as a linear term. Therefore the electronic
band structures from LDA+U , including, in particular, the
positions of occupied and unoccupied f states, can strongly
depend on the precise value of U . On the other hand, in GW
calculations based on the LDA/GGA+U , the dependence of
quasiparticle energies on U is implicit, and therefore weaker
in most cases compared to that in LDA+U .62 A precise
determination of U is therefore not crucial in GW based on
LDA+U as long as U falls in the physical range, as we will
demonstrate later.
D. Computational details
In this work we use G0W0 and GW0 based on LDA+U
to investigate the electronic band structures of lanthanide
sesquioxides (Ln2O3). All LDA+U calculations are per-
formed using the WIEN2K package78 in which the Kohn-Sham
equations are solved in the full-potential linearized augmented
plane wave (FP-LAPW) approach.79 We use the following
parameters for the FP-LAPW basis: Mufﬁn-tin (MT) radii
RMT were set to 2.15 and 1.96 Bohr for lanthanide and oxygen
atoms, respectively. Kohn-Sham wave functions are expanded
by atomiclike basis functions with angular quantum number l
up to lmax = 10 in the MT spheres, and by plane waves with
the energy cutoff determined byRKmax ≡ minRMT × Kmax =
8.0 in the interstitial region. The potential and electron density
are expanded in lattice harmonics with angular momenta up
to lmax = 4 within the MT spheres, and by plane waves in
the interstitial region. For LDA+U calculations, the double
counting correction is treated in the fully localized limit
(FLL).34,80 Unless stated otherwise, we use U = 5.4 eV for
the whole series of lanthanide oxides.19
GW calculationswere performed using the FHI-gap (Green
function with augmented plane waves) package, a recently de-
veloped all-electron GW code interfaced to WIEN2K.19,62,81,82
The GW self-energies are calculated on a 3 × 3 × 2 k mesh.
Unoccupied states with energy up to ∼270 eV are taken into
account. The frequency dependence is treated on the imaginary
axis and analytical continued to the real axis by means of
a two-pole ﬁt.82,83 Densities of states (DOS) are calculated
using 12 × 12 × 6 k points in the Brillouin zone. In the GW
case, DOS are obtained from GW quasiparticle energies, ﬁrst
calculated on the sparsekmesh and then interpolated to the ﬁne
k mesh using the Fourier interpolation technique.84,85 We note
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Crystal unit cells of hexagonal, cubic, and monoclinic structures taken by the Ln2O3 series.
that the computational parameters used in this work, which
are in general more accurate, are slightly different from those
used in our previous work,19 and therefore some quantities
are slightly different from those that were already reported in
Ref. 19.
Recently it was found that for the semicore d-electron
compound ZnO the accuracy of unoccupied states in the
LAPW representation can have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the
GW results, and a large number of additional local orbitals
(LOs) are needed to converge the band gap.86 In contrast, a
much weaker inﬂuence was previously found for Si (∼0.03 eV
for the band gap).87 Whether this is a general feature of LAPW-
based GW calculations for d- or f -electron systems is still an
open question. In this work we use the “standard” LAPW
basis. To improve the description of unoccupied states,82,86
we include additional LO basis functions at an energy of 1.0
Ry for l = 2 and 3 for lanthanide atoms and l = 1 and 2 for
oxygen.
III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Crystal structures
Lanthanide sesquioxides occur in three stable structures
at ambient pressure:4 (1) a hexagonal structure of P3m1
symmetry (space group number 164) with one formula unit
per unit cell (A form); (2) a monoclinic structure of C12/m1
symmetry (space group number 12) with six formula units
per cell (B form); and (3) a cubic bixbyite structure of Ia3
symmetry (space group number 206) with eight formula units
per cell (C form). The unit cells of the three structures are
illustrated in Fig. 1. Light lanthanide sesquioxides (Ln = La,
Ce, Pr, and Nd) usually adopt the A form, heavy lanthanide
sesquioxides take the C form, and the intermediate ones
(Ln = Pm, Sm, Eu, and Gd) can exist in any of the three
forms. The bixbyite structure can be obtained by taking a
2 × 2 × 2 supercell of LnO2 in the cubic unit cell of the ﬂuorite
structure and then removing 1/4 of the oxygen atoms along
the [1, 1,1] direction.3,4 The local environment of each Ln atom
is slightly different in the three polymorphs.3,88 In the A-type
(hexagonal) structure, each Ln atom is coordinated by seven
oxygen atoms with a distorted capped octahedral geometry. In
the cubic C-type structure, all Ln atoms are coordinated by six
oxygen atoms. The monoclinic B structure can be regarded
as a mixture of the hexagonal and cubic phases with both
octahedral and monocapped trigonal prismatic coordination.
The energetic and structural properties of Ln2O3 in different
polymorphic phases including their relative stability have been
systematically studied,14–17 but the inﬂuence of the crystal
structure on the electronic properties has not been investigated,
as far as we know. Common practice in GW studies of
polymorphic materials is to perform GW calculations only for
the simplest structures and then to add the GW corrections to
the LDA or GGA description of more complex structures.89,90
The validity of this approximate treatment depends on how
sensitively theGW corrections depend on the atomic structure.
In previous work for ZrO2 and HfO2,91 and liquid water,92
it was found that the electronic structure at the LDA/GGA
level depends strongly on the atomic structure, whereas the
GW corrections are rather insensitive. For Ln2O3, a direct
comparison of electronic properties of different phases at the
GW level is unfortunately not feasible at the moment, because
G0W0 calculations for the monoclinic or bixbyite structures
are computationally not tractable. We therefore investigate
the inﬂuence of the atomic on the electronic structure at the
LDA+U level.
In Fig. 2, we take Eu2O3 as an example, and compare the
density of states in different phases (all with ferromagnetic
order). Qualitatively, the three phases have very similar
electronic band structures: the occupied f (f occ) states fall
below the O-2p valence bands, spin-up (majority) unoccupied
f (f un) states fall in between the O-2p valence and Eu-5d
conduction bands, and the spin-down (minority) f un states
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FIG. 2. (Color online)Density of states of Eu2O3 in different crys-
tal structures calculated by LDA+U . For the hexagonal phase, we
use the structural parameters determined by the linear extrapolation of
those of early Ln2O3 as explained in Sec. III A. For themonoclinic and
cubic bixbyite phases, we use experimental structures from Refs. 93
and 94, respectively.
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overlap with the Eu-5d conduction bands. Quantitatively,
however, the positions of f occ and f un states are noticeably
different in different phases. In addition, due to the different
crystal symmetry, the f states exhibit a different crystal-ﬁeld
splitting. In the hexagonal and cubic phases f occ states form
a single peak below the O-2p valence band. In the hexagonal
face this f occ peak lies ∼0.7 eV lower in energy than in the
cubic phase. The monoclinic phase has the lowest symmetry.
As a result, the f occ states produce three peaks. The two peaks
at higher energy overlapwith theO-2p valence band, similar to
those in the cubic phase. The third peak is well separated from
the others, falling at energy that is ∼1.0 eV lower than the f occ
peak in the hexagonal phase. For unoccupied states, the f un
states of the majority spin form a single peak in the hexagonal
and cubic phases centered at 1.3 and 2.0 eV, respectively, and
at almost the same positions the monoclinic phase has two f un
peaks. This is consistent with the fact that themonoclinic phase
contains two types of Eu atoms that are coordinated to seven
and six oxygen atoms, similar to those in the hexagonal and
cubic phases, respectively. The f un states in the spin-minority
channel also differ in different phases, and once again the
features of the monoclinic phase are a mixture of those of
the hexagonal and cubic phases. On the other hand, features
arising from itinerant states (O-2p and Eu-5d) are very similar
in the three phases. Thep-d gaps of spinmajority (minority) in
the hexagonal, monoclinic, and cubic phases are 3.50 (4.02),
3.90 (4.32), and 3.63 (3.88) eV, respectively.
The comparison in Fig. 2 illustrates that the overall features
are similar in the different phases, despite the noticeable effect
of the local coordination on the band structure. Since in this
work we are mainly interested in systematic trends across
the Ln2O3 series, we will therefore always use the simple
hexagonal structure for further investigations. The inﬂuence
of the crystal structure should, however, be borne in mind
when comparing our theoretical results to experimental data.
The hexagonal structure is characterized by four structural
parameters: lattice constants a and c and the internal coor-
dinates of Ln (uLn) and O (uO). For La2O3, Ce2O3, Pr2O3,
Nd2O3, and Pm2O3, we use experimental hexagonal structural
parameters from Ref. 4. For the remaining members of the
series, we obtain the lattice constants a and c by constructing
the hexagonal structure with the same volume per chemical
formula as the experimental cubic structures.4 The hexagonal
lattice constants used in this work are collected in Table I.
B. Effects of magnetic order
Except for La2O3 and Lu2O3 with empty and fully occupied
f shells, all members of the Ln2O3 series exhibit a local
magnetic moment arising from the localized f electrons. At
zero temperature the spins are ordered antiferromagnetically.
Due to the strong localization of f states, the magnetic
coupling between Ln ions is very weak, leading to very low
Ne´el temperature for all Ln2O3 (lower than 10 K).4 Therefore
at room temperature all Ln2O3 are found in the disordered
paramagnetic phase. Due to its lack of long-range order, the
paramagnetic (PM) phase is difﬁcult to treat in ﬁrst-principles
approaches. In the literature the PM phase is sometimes
modeled by the nonmagnetic (NM) (spin-unpolarized) phase.
This is justiﬁed only for metallic PM systems whose magnetic
TABLE I. The band gaps (in units of eV) of the Ln2O3 series in
LDA+U , G0W0, and GW0 are compared to experimental values.
Unless stated otherwise, most of the experimental data are obtained
from optical absorption (Ref. 104). Lattice constants (a, c in units of
Bohr) of the hexagonal structures used in this work are also collected.
The crystal structures of the samples used in the experimental
measurements is often not reported. However, most likely the most
stable form, i.e., hexagonal for La2O3 to Nd2O3 and cubic bixbyite for
Sm2O3 to Lu2O3, will be present (the intermediate members may also
take the monoclinic structure). See also Sec. III A for more in-depth
discussion.
Ln2O3 LDA+U G0W0 GW0 Expt. a, c
La2O3 3.76 4.95 5.24 5.55a, 5.34b, 7.440, 11.583
5.3c
Ce2O3 2.24 1.50 1.29 2.4a 7.351, 11.452
Pr2O3 3.17 2.86 2.82 3.9a, 3.5b 7.289, 11.369
Nd2O3 3.69 4.50 4.70 4.7a 4.8b 7.236, 11.333
Pm2O3 3.35 5.25 5.41 7.185, 11.251
Sm2O3 2.15 4.38 5.22 5.0a 7.416, 11.569
Eu2O3 1.28 2.77 3.48 4.4a 7.371, 11.490
Gd2O3 3.58 4.89 5.30 5.4a 7.335, 11.443
Tb2O3 3.34 3.81 3.74 3.8a 7.279, 11.355
Dy2O3 3.47 4.41 4.24 4.9a 7.236, 11.289
Ho2O3 3.05 4.68 5.12 5.3a 7.196, 11.225
Er2O3 2.69 4.78 5.22 5.3a, 5.49b 7.155, 11.162
Tm2O3 1.73 4.73 5.15 5.4a, 5.48b 7.115, 11.099
Yb2O3 1.25 3.23 4.70 4.9a, 5.05b 7.082, 11.047






eFundamental band gap from internal photoemission spectroscopy in
Ref. 107.
moment is attributed to the spin of itinerant electrons. For
systems like Ln2O3, where the magnetic moment arises from
strong local electron-electron interactions and persists even
in the PM phase, the nonmagnetic state cannot be used to
represent the PM phase. Fluctuations of the local spin moment
have to be taken into account to rigorously treat the PM phase.
This is possible in model-Hamiltonian-based approaches like
DMFT,20 but not in static mean-ﬁeld theories like LDA
or in the GW approach in its standard zero-temperature
formalism. On the other hand, the magnetic order and the
electronic band structure involve different degrees of freedom
and different energy scales. One can therefore expect that the
coupling between them should be weak. That the LDA gives
dramatically different descriptions for the ferromagnetic (FM)
and antiferromagnetic (AFM) phase for later transition-metal
oxides95 can be mainly attributed to the failure of LDA.
To demonstrate this point, we use Ce2O3 as an example to
investigate the effects of the magnetic order on the electronic
band structure. For Ce2O3, the FM phase is energetically only
64 meV per formula unit less favorable than the AFM phase
based on LDA+U calculations with U = 5.44 eV, which
is consistent with the rather low Ne´el temperature (∼7 K)
observed experimentally.96
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Density of states of Ce2O3 from LDA+U
and GW0@LDA+U in the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
phases. The spin-up and -down DOS in the AFM phase are identical,
and therefore only one is shown.
Figure 3 shows the spin-dependent DOS for the FM and
AFM phases of Ce2O3 from LDA+U and GW0@LDA+U .
We can see clearly that the features arising from itinerant states
in the two spin channels are nearly identical in both LDA+U
andGW0, further conﬁrming that the highly localized 4f states
interact only weakly with the itinerant states. The f occ peak
is present only in the spin majority DOS. The positions of the
f un states in the two spin channels differ by ∼0.7 eV due to
the different exchange interaction.
The most striking feature in Fig. 3 is the similarity between
the FM and AFM phases in both LDA+U and GW . While
there are still some noticeable differences between the two
phases in LDA+U , the main features of the two phases in
GW0@LDA+U are nearly identical. From this we conclude
that the magnetic order indeed has a weak effect on the
electronic band structure of systems like the lanthanide oxides
with highly localized f states. Hence it is reasonable to
approximate the DOS of the paramagnetic phase by that of
the AFM (zero-temperature) phase. For the remainder, we
therefore consider only the AFM phase. We note, however,
that neither LDA+U nor G0W0@LDA+U can describe the
phase transition between the AFM and the PM phases.
C. Ground and metastable states
An important issue in LDA+U calculations for open d
or f shells is the presence of several local minima in the
DFT self-consistency cycle.32,97,98 As a result, it is often not
straightforward to ﬁnd the global minimum of the LDA+U
total energy, a problem that has been known in the Hartree-
Fock community for a while.99–101 In this work, we try to
locate the globalminimum for each oxide by startingLDA+U
calculations with randomly initialized density matrices for the
local manifold and repeat the calculation ∼20 times. The
resulting local minima correspond to different occupations
of the open f shell. The question then is how different these
metastable states are from the true ground state in terms of their
electronic band structure? We will use Ce2O3 as an example
to investigate this issue.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Density of states of Ce2O3 from
GW0@LDA+U with U = 5.4 eV in different metastable states.
To see the differences more clearly, the data from M1 and M2 are
shifted horizontally by 0.15 and 0.6 eV, respectively, so that the upper
edges of their O-2p valence band match that of M0.
Three stable insulating states, denoted M0, M1, and M2,
are found for Ce2O3 in the AFM phase. M1 and M2 are 0.56
and 0.81 eV per formula unit less stable than M0. Several
metallic metastable states are also found at signiﬁcantly higher
energies, and are therefore not considered here. The LDA+U
band gaps for M0, M1, and M2 are 2.24, 1.67, and 1.66 eV,
respectively, and the corresponding GW0 values 1.29, 0.94,
and 0.64 eV. Figure 4 shows the band structure for the three
metastable states in GW0@LDA+U . By aligning all curves
at the upper edge of the O-2p states, we can clearly see that
the band structure mainly differs for features derived from
localized f states. Features related to the itinerant bands
(O-2p, Ce-5d) including, in particular, the p-d gap, are nearly
identical. This can be attributed to the different occupation
of the f states, which leads to slightly different interactions
between itinerant and localized states. The itinerant bands
are barely affected by this, due to the rather weak coupling
between localized and itinerant states.
On the one hand, a careful search for the ground state is
important for an accurate treatment of systems with open f
shells, in particular if somemetastable states exhibit a different
behavior (e.g., metallic vs insulating). The example of Ce2O3,
on the other hand, shows that the lowest-lying metastable
states are all insulating and have a similar band structure.
We note in addition that the presence of metastable states
with similar energy is related to the multiplet structure of
localized f states, which has been recently shown to play
a signiﬁcant role in determining the electronic structure of
rare-earth materials.97,102
D. Comparison of G0W0 and GW0
In this work, we mainly present results from the
GW0@LDA+U approach, in contrast to our previous work
in which G0W0 was used. The main difference of GW0 with
respect to G0W0 is that the Green’s function G is calculated
self-consistently using quasiparticle energies. However, the
QP wave functions are still approximated by KS ones, and
the screened Coulomb interaction W is frozen at the W0 level.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Density of states of Ce2O3, Eu2O3, and
Er2O3 from G0W0 and GW0@LDA+U .
For typical semiconductors, GW0 often produces band gaps
in better agreement with experiment than G0W0.71,91 GW0
results are also found to be very close to those frommuchmore
sophisticated quasiparticle self-consistent GW calculations in
which an explicit treatment of the electron-hole interaction is
included in W .72 In physical terms, the good performance of
GW0 can be attributed to an error cancellation between neglect-
ing full self-consistency and omitting themissing electron-hole
(vertex correction) interaction in W .71 The screened Coulomb
interaction in RPA tends to be underscreened if it is calculated
self-consistently, which would be compensated in an exact
treatment by the additional screening provided by vertex
corrections beyond RPA.
Due to the lack of reliable experimental data across the
lanthanide series and the absence of accurate theoretical
benchmark results, it is not easy to establish the performance of
GW0 for f -electron systems. We therefore content ourselves
with a comparison between G0W0 and GW0 for three distinct
cases, whose band gaps have f -d, p-f , and p-d character.
Figure 5 shows GW0 and G0W0 DOS of Ce2O3, Eu2O3, and
Er2O3. The overall shape of the spectra is similar, but several
differences are noteworthy: (1) the p-d gaps from GW0 are
larger by∼0.5 eV; (2) the f occ states are shifted towards higher
energy with respect to the O-2p valence band; and (3) the f un
states have nearly the same energy in Ce2O3 with respect to the
bottom of the Ln-5d conduction band, but are shifted towards
considerably higher energies in Eu2O3 and Er2O3. The ﬁrst
feature is similar to that in sp semiconductors, i.e., GW0 tends
to give larger band gaps than G0W0. Aside from that, partial
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FIG. 6. (Color online) The band gaps ofCe2O3, Eu2O3, andEr2O3
from LDA+U and GW0@LDA+U as a function of U .
self-consistency has a different effect on itinerant and localized
states so that the position of the f occ and f un states with respect
to the itinerant bands changes quite signiﬁcantly.
E. Dependence on U
In our previous work,19 we have shown that
G0W0@LDA+U is less sensitive toU thanLDA+U inCeO2
and Ce2O3. Here we extend this analysis to other compounds
in the series. Figures 6 and 7 show once more that LDA+U
and GW0@LDA+U exhibit a different U dependence. In
contrast to GW0@LDA+U , band gaps in LDA+U change
linearly withU when the highest occupied states and/or lowest
unoccupied states are mainly of f character. The difference
in DOS is even more pronounced. In all three materials of
Fig. 7, f occ states are pushed to lower energies in LDA+U
as U increases, while GW reverses this downwards shift. This
is analogous to the behavior of GW@LDA+U observed for
semicore d states in ZnS.61,62,71 In general, the dependence on
U in GW0@LDA+U is much weaker than in LDA+U .
It is evident from Figs. 6 and 7 that the three materials ex-
hibit a rather different U dependence, which can be explained
by their different band characteristics. As we have emphasized
previously for d-electron systems,62 the inﬂuence of U in
GW@LDA+U manifests itself indirectly through the change
of the screening strength and the change of the LDA+U wave
functions. Since the LDA+U band gap always increases with
U , screening decreases, which contributes to increasing the
GW band gap. On the other hand, increasing U not only
shifts the positions of f occ and f un states, but also changes
the hybridization between localized (Ln-4f ) and itinerant
(O-2p and Ln-5d) states which affects the single-particle
wave functions. The wave-function change might decrease
or increase the GW band gap, depending on the character of
the highest occupied (HO) and the lowest unoccupied (LU)
125115-7
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Density of states of Ce2O3, Eu2O3, and Er2O3 from LDA+U and GW0@LDA+U with different U (in units of eV).
state. Here the tendency is opposite, while a more localized
HO state reduces the band gap, the LU has to become more
delocalized to have the same effect.62 In Ce2O3, the highest
occupied states are mainly of Ce-4f character through the
whole range of U investigated, but the lowest unoccupied
states evolve from mainly Ce-4f (more localized) character
in LDA to dominantly Ce-5d (more delocalized) at large U .
This decreases the band gap as U increases. The two factors
(screening and hybridization) cancel each other, leading to
an overall weak U dependence. In Eu2O3, the LU states in
LDA+U are predominantly Eu-4f , whereas the HO states
become more delocalized as the Eu-f occ states are pushed
towards lower energy at larger U . Therefore both factors tend
to increase the band gap as U increases, leading to a strong
U dependence in GW@LDA+U . In Er2O3, the situation
is more complicated. As U increases, the HO states evolve
from having a signiﬁcant Er-4f contribution at small U to
mainly O-2p (itinerant) character at large U , whereas the LU
states transition from Er-4f character to Er-5d character. This
explains the fact that the GW band gap increases rapidly at
small U , but ﬂattens out at large U .
Another distinct feature in Fig. 7 is the fact that f -derived
peaks in LDA+U are sharper than in GW0@LDA+U . This
is mainly an artifact of approximating QP wave functions
by LDA+U ones. Considering that the size of the GW
corrections depends strongly on the character (localized vs
itinerant) of the state, the difference between true QP wave
functions and KS wave functions is likely to be much larger
for those with strong f character than for normal itinerant
states, and therefore signiﬁcant state mixing103 is expected.
F. Systematic trends across the Ln2O3 series
InRef. 19, we found thatG0W0 based onLDA+U , without
any empirical adjustment of the Hubbard U , reproduces
all main features in the experimental optical band gap vs
compound curve. The characteristic variation of the band gaps
is caused by a systematic change in the position of occupied
and unoccupied f states with respect to the edges of the
itinerant bands. In this sectionwewill elucidate this behavior in
more detail. The band gaps of Ln2O3 obtained from LDA+U ,
G0W0 andGW0 are collected in Table I together with available
experimental data, and are visualized in Fig. 8.
The variation of the optical band gaps across the Ln2O3
series is nonmonotonic and gives rise to the term “small
periodic systems of the lanthanide.”104 The variation of the
band gaps in the ﬁrst and second half of the series is strikingly
































FIG. 8. (Color online) Band gaps of the whole Ln2O3 series
from LDA+U and GW0@LDA+U are compared to experimental
band gaps obtained from optical absorption (Ref. 104). Experimental
values of compounds that crystallize preferentially in the hexagonal
structure are denoted by ﬁlled circles. The upper part of the ﬁgure
illustrates the position of occupied and unoccupied 4f states with
respect to the valence and conduction bands schematically. A more
complete comparison between different theoretical approaches and
experiment is presented in Table I.
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Density of states of the Ln2O3 series from LDA+U (dashed lines) and GW0@LDA+U (solid lines). The shaded
regions illustrate the Ln-4f character in the GW0 DOS.
similar. The band gaps of Ce2O3, Eu2O3, Tb2O3, and Yb2O3
are signiﬁcantly smaller than their neighbors (four dips in
the plot) while the La, Gd, Ho, Er, Tm, and Lu oxides
have nearly the same band gap. These features are well
reproduced byG0W0 andGW0 based on LDA+U ,19 whereby
GW0 is in better quantitative agreement with experiment.
The remaining differences could be due to several factors.
(1) GW is an approximate self-energy. (2) The experimental
band gaps are obtained from optical absorption, which will
include excitonic and polaronic effects that are not taken
into account in our calculations. Also, the determination of
the absorption edge is not unambiguous, which introduce
additional uncertainty (error bars) in optical band gaps. (3) As
we have discussed in Sec. III A, the lanthanide sesquioxides
exist in several polymorphs, and only the light members of the
series crystallize in the hexagonal structure that is considered
in our calculations. The comparison is further aggravated
by the fact that the crystal structures used for the optical
measurements are not reported in Ref. 104. (4) For compounds
with a p-f or f -d gap, the spin-orbit coupling, which is not
considered in our work, may also play a role.
The variation of the Ln2O3 band gap can be understood
in terms of the f -state position as the number of f electrons
increases. Based on phenomenological considerations derived
from high-temperature conductivity measurements, Lal and
Gaur partitioned the Ln2O3 series into three categories.108
(a) For La, Gd, Dy, Ho, and Er, both f occ and f un bands lie
outside the p-d band gap. (b) For Ce, Pr, Nd, and Tb, the f occ
band falls within the p-d gap, and f un lies above the Ln-5d
conduction-bandminimum (CBM), and (c) for Sm,Eu, Tmand
Yb, the f occ band lies below the O-2p valence-bandmaximum
(VBM), and f un falls within the p-d gap. Case “d” in Ref. 108,
in which both f occ and f un bands fall within the p-d gap
does not occur for the Ln2O3 series. In their comprehensive
analysis of the optical gaps of the Ln2O3 series, Prokoﬁev et al.
proposed a similar bandmodel butwith different classiﬁcations
for Sm, Eu, Tm, and Yb, which were all assigned to case “a.”
To determine the position of the f occ and f un states in our
calculations, we plot in Fig. 9 the DOSs of the whole Ln2O3
series obtained from LDA+U and GW0. The gray shaded
areas mark the local density of states projected onto the Ln-4f
orbitals. From La to Gd the f occ and f un states continuously
move down in energy, as the number of f electrons in the
spin-majority channel increases. The nature of the minimal
gap varies accordingly from p-d to f -d to p-f . In the second
half of the series the process repeats itself as the spin-minority
f shell is ﬁlled.62
In La2O3 the 4f states are empty and the band gap is
of p-d type. The f un peak resides at approximately 6 eV
above the CBM. In Ce2O3 and Pr2O3, the f occ peak is well
separated from the O-2p valence band and falls within the
p-d gap. In Nd2O3, the f occ peak nearly merges with the
O-2p valence band, but the highest occupied states are still
mainly of Nd-4f character. GW0 therefore predicts that the
minimal gap in Ce2O3, Pr2O3, and Nd2O3 is of f -d character,
which agrees with the experimental conjecture derived from
both optical absorption104 and high-temperature conductivity
measurements.108 Compared to the experimental optical gaps,
the GW0 band gaps of Ce2O3 and Pr2O3 are underestimated
by around 1 eV, which is likely due to the fact that GW
tends to underestimate the binding energy of localized states
signiﬁcantly.19,71,72 In the next three members of the series,
Pm2O3, Sm2O3, and Eu2O3, the f occ states overlap with the
O-2p valence band. The lowest f un states reside at the bottom
of the conduction band in Pm2O3 and Sm2O3 and are pulled
into the p-d gap in Eu2O3. Eu2O3 therefore has a p-f gap,
but for Pm2O3 and Sm2O3 the assignment is more subtle.
According to theGW0 DOS, they should be categorized asp-f
(i.e., case “c”). On the other hand, since the Ln-5d states are
much more delocalized than the 4f states, optical transitions
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from the O-2p to the Ln-5d states should have a much larger
cross section. Optical-absorption experiments would therefore
very likely point to a p-d gap even though the f un states lie
at lower energy than the Ln-5d states. This is probably the
reason for the different assignments in optical-absorption104
and high-temperature conductivity108 experiments for Sm2O3.
In Gd2O3, the spin majority f shell is fully occupied,
and the spin minority f shell is empty. The f occ peak now
falls below the O-2p valence band, and the f un states in the
conduction band. As the spin-minority f shell is ﬁlled one
by one, a trend that is similar to the ﬁrst half of the series
follows, except that the f occ states of spin minority move
down in energy more quickly. Even in Tb2O3, the counterpart
to Ce2O3, the f occ alreadymerges with the O-2p valence band.
On the other hand, the f un states now move to lower energy
“more slowly.” Even for Yb2O3, the f un peak falls just below
the CBM, which gives Yb2O3 a considerably larger band gap
than Eu2O3.
Due to its promising role as a high-κ material, Lu2O3 has
attracted a lot of interest in recent years.107,109 The band gap
is a critical parameter for high-κ candidates since it has to be
large enough to provide hole and electron barriers to silicon.
The band gaps of Lu2O3 obtained from optical-absorption
studies are highly scattered and span a range of 4.9–5.8
eV.104,105,107 Internal photoemission spectroscopy107 gives a
band gap of 5.8 eV. In GW0@LDA+U the band gap amounts
to only 5.0 eV, which is surprising considering that Lu2O3 has
a p-d-type gap that should be well described by GW0. Apart
from the factors we have discussed before, a likely cause of
this discrepancy is the low density of states at the bottom of
the conduction band originating from highly dispersive Lu-6s
states. The GW0 DOS of Lu2O3 in Fig. 9 shows a steep rise at
about 6 eV, although the minimal band gap is at much lower
energy (∼5.0 eV). The internal photoemission experiment
may have difﬁculties to capture this feature so that a unique
determination of the band edge becomes difﬁcult,110 which
may also explain the wide scatter of the experimental data.
IV. COMPARISON TO DMFT
In this section we make a comparison between GW
and DMFT.20 The latter, usually combined with an LDA
description of the itinerant states, is often regarded as the
method of choice for strongly correlated systems and can
treat paramagnetic systems directly. As we have pointed
out previously,19 both GW@LDA+U and LDA+DMFT
recover correlation effects that are missing in LDA+U .
GW@LDA+U does so by using LDA+U as the reference
and expanding the xc self-energy correction with respect to
the dynamically screened Coulomb interaction W to ﬁrst
order. This has the advantage that all states, both localized
and itinerant ones, are corrected with respect to LDA, but
the disadvantage that all interactions are treated at the GW
level. For highly localized electrons this may not be sufﬁcient.
LDA+DMFT, on the other hand, introduces higher-order
interactions among localized states in a way that is exact in the
limit of inﬁnite dimension. The fact that these, in practice,
are limited to the local manifold is an obvious limitation.
In addition, DMFT calculations are currently restricted to
relatively high temperatures for computational reasons. To
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Density of states of Ce2O3 in LDA+U ,
GW0@LDA+U , LDA+DMFT with self-consistency in the charge
density [LDA+DMFT(SC)] (Ref. 23), and the hybrid density
functional plus DMFT approach (HYF+DMFT) (Ref. 22) as well as
experimental spectral data from XPS+BIS (Ref. 111), all aligned at
the upper edge of the O-2p valence band. We note that the small peak
∼3 eV above f occ in the XPS+BIS data is likely due to unoccupied
f states of CeO2 contamination in the Ce2O3 sample as evidenced by
Fig. 3 in Ref. 111. The edge of the conduction band can therefore be
estimated to appear at around 4 eV above the f occ peak, which then
gives an experimental p-d gap of ∼6 eV.
overcome the drawbacks of LDA, Jacob et al. recently
proposed to use hybrid functionals instead.22
To illustrate the comparison more clearly, we con-
sider Ce2O3, for which several DMFT studies have been
performed.22,23 In Fig. 10 the LDA+U and GW0@LDA+U
densities of states of Ce2O3 are compared to those from
LDA+DMFT with self-consistency in the charge density,23
and from DMFT in combination with the hybrid functional
DFT (HYF+DMFT).22 Experimental data fromx-ray photoe-
mission spectroscopy (XPS) and bremsstrahlung-isochromat
spectroscopy (BIS) are also shown for comparison.111 All
spectra are aligned at the upper edge of the O-2p valence
band. We note that such an alignment is necessary because
the absolute energy scale in our bulk calculations is arbitrary.
Since the O-2p valence band is experimentally a well deﬁned
feature, it is meaningful to use its upper edge for the
alignment.
The DOS in LDA+U and LDA+DMFT is very similar
except for some slight differences in the positions of the f occ
andf un states. Both describe the position of thef occ stateswith
respect to the O-2p valence band rather well, but the position
of the f un states differs from experiment dramatically, by as
much as 4 eV. Another remarkable failure of both LDA+U
and LDA+DMFT is the signiﬁcant underestimation of the
p-d gap. GW0@LDA+U and HYF+DMFT give a similar
description for the itinerant states, but differ for the f occ and
f un states. In particular, the f un peak is ∼2 eV higher in
GW0@LDA+U , in better agreement with experiment com-
pared to HYF+DMFT. Although the combination between
HYF and DMFT improves the description of itinerant states,
the interaction between localized and itinerant states is still
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treated at theHYF level. The lattermay not be enough since the
exchange-correlation potential in HYF depends on occupied
states only and may thus still have difﬁculties in treating
unoccupied states accurately.
The comparison between GW@LDA+U and DMFT
for Ce2O3 indicates that combining DMFT with a static
mean-ﬁeld theory like HYF will likely not be sufﬁcient to
describe all features of the electronic structure of f -electron
systems correctly. The GW approach, on the other hand,
suffers from an underestimation of the binding energy of
occupied d and f states19,62 and the absence of satellites.62
These limitations have been attributed to higher-order
short-range correlation effects that are missing in the GW
approximation. The latter are likely to be stronger for more
localized states.39,72 Naturally we expect that combining
GW with DMFT may provide the best choice: GW can
not only describe itinerant states more accurately, but can
also be used to determine, in a ﬁrst-principles manner, the
effective Hubbard interaction parameters in the framework of
the constrained random-phase approximation.75 On the other
hand, vertex corrections constructed from DMFT, which will
improve the descriptions of localized d or f states, can in
principle also be incorporated into theGW framework.21,112,113
Preliminary work in this direction, mainly based on model
systems, has been very promising,112,113 but substantial
work is still needed to implement the approach for real
systems.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paperwe have presented a systematic investigation of
the electronic band structure of lanthanide sesquioxides using
the GW@LDA+U approach. The inﬂuence of the crystal
structure, the magnetic order, and the existence of metastable
states has been studied. Each introduce noticeable effects in the
density of states, but the overall features remain unchanged.
The dependence onU has been investigated for Ce2O3, Eu2O3,
and Er2O3 as typical cases whose minimal band gaps are
of f -d, p-f , and p-d character. We found the dependence
to be relatively weak in Ce2O3 and Er2O3, but strong in
Eu2O3, which can be understood in terms of the effects of
U on changing the screening strength and the character of
the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied bands. We have
further discussed the systematic evolution of the electronic
band structure of the whole Ln2O3 series. The characteristic
features observed for the optical band gaps of the series are
well reproduced by GW0@LDA+U , and are caused mainly
by the continual shift of the f states towards lower energy
with respect to itinerant bands as the number of f electrons
increases. We have made a preliminary comparison between
GW@LDA+U and DMFT, the latter being combined with
LDA or a hybrid functional, using our results and those
published in the literature for Ce2O3, which indicates that
a combining GW with DMFT might be the best choice for
strongly correlated semiconducting or insulating systems like
lanthanide oxides.
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